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INTRODUCTION 
Thank you Principal for those kind words.  It’s a great honour to be made a 
Professor and I’m very grateful to the University for seeing fit to bestow it on 
me, particularly as someone who doesn’t quite fit the conventional mould of 
the university scholar.  Its all the more gratifying that Edinburgh Napier is 
flexible enough to accommodate in its Professoriate the mixture of creative 
practice, policy and industry work that I do, which is a polite way of describing 
doing a bit of this and bit of that.  
Its also a great honour, and rather humbling, to be addressing such a 
distinguished, diverse and good looking audience, particularly when so few of 
us realised it was a fancy dress evening.  
Mel Brooks was once asked what the most difficult part of film making was. 
Without hesitation he replied: "The holes, man! Punching all those holes!" 
Well the most difficult part of a Professorial lecture is making sure the slides 
and video clips are in sync with the lecture so here goes… 
There’s a story about a professor who is discoursing away on his favourite 
topic when he notices a student asleep at the back of the lecture theatre. The 
professor shouts to the next student along “Hey wake your neighbour up” and 
the neighbour yells back “ You put him to sleep, you wake him up!”.  Well to 
avoid that fate I intend to keep this discourse reasonably short so I will begin 
by mentioning a few things I wont be talking about but which are the wider 
context for Before I begin the lecture proper I should say a few words about 
the title and clarify what I will and will not be talking about.    
I have to admit that the title of my talk – the Rise and Fall of Scottish cinema - 
has raised a few eyebrows amongst friends film sector who I suspect 
anticipated another dose of self-flagellating Scottish miserablism about the 
dire state of our film industry or the inadequacies of the films we do manage 
to make. Well I hope they and you will be reassured that that is far from my 
intention this evening and that my view of Scottish filmmaking is much more 
positive than that.   
Bette Davies once said “I don't take the movies seriously, and anyone who 
does is in for a headache.”  Well I hope you wont be reaching for the Nurofen 
too rapidly, that said there are some very real challenges facing Scottish 
cinema and I don’t intend to skirt around them.  My current research focus is 
precisely to look more deeply at the nature of Scottish cinematic success and 
failure in order to better understand what, if anything, public policy can do to 
improve its prospects and in particular how we can ensure that Scottish 
cinema is available, enjoyed and appreciated as widely as possible.   
Now the things I’m not going to talk about but which are the context for mine 
and I thin any serious consideration of cinema in Scotland .   
Firstly I’m not going to talk about how just how difficult it is to make films in 
Scotland, or indeed anywhere.  I have the utmost respect for every filmmaker 
and the fantastic array of talent, skill and experience that is mobilised every 
time a film goes into production.  Making movies is incredibly hard, every film 
that gets made is a minor miracle, a triumph over terrible odds and we ought 
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to be very reticent about criticising filmmakers or funders when a film does 
badly, whether that’s in critical or commercial terms.  20:20 hindsight is a 
condition that afflicts the cinema even more than other arts.  Yet as we shall 
see most films fail to achieve their makers aspirations and that is true for just 
about every country’s cinema including Hollywood.  So we should be very 
appreciative of the successes and forgiving of what are perceived to be the 
failures. 
 
And despite my primary role being to lead Screen Academy Scotland, I wont 
be going into cinema’s relationship with education and training, vital as that is 
to ensuring the continued supply of talent and skill, adventurousness and 
business acumen that filmmaking requires. 
And I’m not going to consider Scottish cinema’s relationship to the other arts 
which support and provide talents and skills to filmmaking.  It would take a 
very long evening to explore how Scottish writing, publishing, theatre, music, 
art, design and broadcasting form the matrix in which filmmakers develop and 
thrive or how policy interventions can help or hinder these sectors synergies. 
Nor am I going to talk about the complex interrelationship between film 
production in Scotland and the rest of the global market.   
[CLIP tv set Benbecula; CLIP Watching TV] 
I wont be exploring the symbiotic relationship between film and television in 
terms of infrastructure, talent, skills, finance and distribution.  
I’m also not going to be talking about the films as texts, which I leave to far 
more knowledgeable, perceptive and erudite colleagues in the field of film 
studies as my field is film practice.  That said in order to provide a little more 
visual stimulation than my waving my hands about will achieve, I will attempt 
to show some clips which are largely gratuitous and included, like this next 
one, mainly to provide some light relief.  
[clip Nina’s Heavenly Delights] 
Finally, despite what that clip might suggest, I am not going to be exploring 
Scottish cinema in terms of its representations of class gender, sexuality and 
ethnicity. These are very important and at times vigorously debated topics, 
albeit these days mainly confined to the Academic sphere.   
So after a long list of things I’m not going to talk about you might be 
wondering what on earth am I going to talk about? 
Well at its simplest my current research I set out to ask the question how big a 
part does Scottish cinema play in the life of the nation and how does that 
relate to the claims made for it by the various interested parties – from 
practitioners to policymakers and from critics to scholars.  And if you ask that 
question you inevitably have to deal with the question of the audience, 
because a national cinema without a national audience isn’t, certainly in my 
view, a sustainable cinema.     
We can debate at length, and profitably, the relationship between cinema as 
art and cinema as entertainment, between high and low culture, between 
creative innovation and the time it takes for the cutting edge to become part of 
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the mainstream.  (And in that respect personally I feel very strongly that 
cinema as an art should be supported for its intrinsic worth and not shackled 
to solely instrumental goals like audience share and profitability.)   
However, as we shall explore a little later on, Scotland’s filmmakers, 
politicians and policy makers have in recent times placed cinema firmly in the 
commercial arena and have therefore wittingly or unwittingly invited in the jury 
of public opinion. 
Scottish Screen and its predecessor institutions tasked with supporting 
Scotland’s screen culture and industry have routinely been charged with 
wasting public money from both within the film industry and without, 
occasionally derided as either incompetent, corrupt or culturally conservative 
and in some cases all three.  Disgruntled filmmakers feel their projects have 
been overlooked and that those supported belong to a favoured few cronies; 
lack of financial return is held up as a sign of poor decision making as are 
projects with earmarked funding failing to get made etc etc –  
But just how are we to know if a film agency, film policy or indeed our film 
industry is succeeding or not?  What is success?  How do we balance cultural 
against commercial criteria?  What is a reasonable timescale to measure 
success?  If we find it how can we sure it’s a result of the policy and not the 
fortuitous combination of talent, luck and circumstances that actually beyond 
anyone’s control?  Is Scotland better or worse off than other comparable 
nations? 
In so far as there has been a public debate about film in Scotland in recent 
years (and compared to broadcasting, theatre and the other arts there hasn’t 
really been a great deal) that debate has tended to generate a great deal 
more heat than light.   
Well to help illuminate matters one thing that academics can do through 
research is to help decode what past events reveal, we can analyse useful 
comparative experiences and on occasion we can provide some analysis 
which may help to make public policy more effective or at least to help us 
determine how well it is working. 
So to set the scene and before we begin the main course lets travel back in 
time a little… 
[Duna Bull clip]  
When I started secondary school in 1972 there weren’t any Scottish movies 
bar a couple of films commissioned by the Children’s Film Foundation and 
one or two excursions into fiction by documentary filmmakers keen to escape 
the constraints of sponsored documentaries commissioned by Films of 
Scotland.  That clip we just saw is from a film called The Duna Bull which was 
seen by many of that generation of film-makers as something of a call to 
arms. 
By 1979 as I began my final year as an undergraduate two films had been 
completed which between them mark the beginning of modern Scottish 
cinema.  One was My Way Home, the final part in Bill Douglas’s trilogy,  
regarded by many as the creative highpoint of Scottish cinema.   
[CLIP ‘My way home’] 
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The other film was Bill Forsyth’s That Sinking Feeling, the first feature from a 
filmmaker who has had a long, mostly successful and one of the most 
productive careers in Scottish film including an excursion into Hollywood and 
the distinction of being the only Scot to make a sequel to a previous film.  
Indeed Bill Forsyth Douglas has come to stand for Scottish cinema of the 
1980s.  
But with the exception of the two Bills (and it wasn’t until many years later that 
I and many people actually saw the Bill Douglas trilogy) in the 1970s only 
television provided teenagers like me with dramatisations of contemporary 
Scottish life, whether that was STV’s Garnock Way (ancestor of Take The 
High Road and River City) or those single films like Peter McDougall and John 
Mackenzie’s Just Another Saturday (1975) and Just a Boy’s Game (1979) that 
aspired to cinematic storytelling modes and production values like.  These 
occasional dramas of modern life provided something of an antidote to BBC 
adaptations of Stevenson, Scott and Grassick Gibbon, as beautifully crafted 
and often powerful as those classics undoubtedly were.  
But until Gregory’s Girl was released in 1981, for me as for the rest of 
Scotland’s cinema going teenagers, or indeed audiences of any age, there 
simply wasn’t an option to go to the cinema (far less the video store), to sit in 
a darkened auditorium in a community of other people and to share in the 
experience of a movie that in some way reflected, celebrated or challenged 
being Scottish or living in Scotland.  And by the same token there was virtually 
no opportunity for audiences elsewhere in the world to share our stories or 
form any idea of Scotland beyond that which had been filtered through a 
Hollywood lens.  That experience was and is for me what makes cinema 
special and what makes the question of its place in the life of the nation 
important. 
So some thirty years on and around 90 feature films later, and after great 
effort by filmmakers, policymakers and the public bodies they have created 
from the Scottish Film Production Fund to Scottish Screen, and after the 
creation of a regional network of publicly funded cinemas and the 
extraordinary contribution of the Edinburgh Film Festival (not to mention new 
festivals growing up in Glasgow and elsewhere), that absence of something 
identifiably Scottish from the cinema screen is nowhere near as stark as it 
was back in the 1970s.   
There have been some great successes in creative and commercial terms, 
the development of a highly skilled, highly sought after and talented workforce 
and a greatly enlarged sense of Scotland as a film-friendly, dynamic and 
outward looking country with a real drive to equal if not exceed more 
established film-making nations in the cultural and industrial stakes. 
I’m sure you feel a ‘but’ coming, so here it is. 
BUT if we look at Scottish Cinema now, in our own back yard, not simply in 
terms of the volume of production, the critical highpoints and the big 
commercial successes, but also from the point of view of how the audience 
has grown and developed and how it compares to other similar sized 
countries. a significant challenge becomes apparent. That’s because the 
evidence (which well look at it in more detail shortly) suggests that despite all 
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of that effort the audience for our indigenous cinema doesn’t appear to be 
growing and remains very much smaller than the audience in other European 
countries.   
Why that it is so and what we might be able to do about it, has become the 
focus of my research interest.  
Now this question of putting Scottish cinema somewhere nearer the heart of 
the nation has of course agitated many others over the past thirty years and in 
one sense or another it was part of the rationale behind the creation of 
successive public agencies from the Scottish Film Council, through the 
Scottish Film Production Fund to Scottish Screen and now Creative Scotland.  
It is the major part of the rationale for investing substantial, although we could 
say with justification insufficient, amounts of Lottery and other funding in film, 
from training to exhibition. 
These efforts, these organisations, their funding, their policies, decisions and 
their personnel rarely earn much praise and on the contrary receive regular 
and frequently vituperative criticism from all sides – filmmakers, critics, 
commentators, politicians. The bulk of that comment, whether negative or 
positive is rarely based on any methodical, sustained or considered analysis 
of the evidence.   
Compared to the attention given to the critical analysis of Scottish film, almost 
no serious research has been undertaken, either in an academic context or by 
the relevant Scottish agencies into the impact of Scottish films or Scottish film 
policy.   
Over the years there have been a number of reports on the Scottish 
audiovisual economy, all of which have considered film as a specific area of 
interest.  As is normal in public policy such consultants’ reports tend to 
produce the conclusions and recommendations that the principal stakeholders 
hope they will.  Similarly there has been no shortage of performance reviews 
of the successive Scottish film agencies but you will search long and hard to 
find any meaningful measure of their impact on the desire of the audience to 
engage with Scottish cinema. 
That doesn’t mean that those reports and reviews were misleading or 
unhelpful.  For example they were instrumental in making the case in the early 
1980s for having a film production funding body at all, and in the 1990s for 
creating a joined-up body, Scottish Screen, out of its four predecessors.  
These were both important steps forward. 
Aside from the Government’s periodic examinations of Scottish Screen and its 
predecessors which are always very guarded in their conclusions and 
recommendations, there has been little examination of how cinema in 
Scotland has developed, grown or changed as a result of successive policies. 
So the impact of Scottish film policy has been a largely unexplored territory, 
leaving whoever wants to traverse it to construct their own map and not 
surprisingly that can lead to some interesting but potentially hazardous route-
finding.   
My first excursion in mapping Scottish filmmaking, in the late 1908s, began by 
looking at how filmmakers as a group, and particularly producers, defined 
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their position in the wider society and culture.  I was interested in how the 
industrial and cultural ecology of Scottish film and television had been 
influenced by market forces and public policy whose centres of power were 
located outside Scotland but remained decisive in both enabling and 
constraining the development of film and television here, on the ‘periphery’ as 
it is viewed from down there.   
Those metropolitan centres of power haven’t just determined the material 
conditions of filmmaking in Scotland however – they have also affected the 
consciousness of filmmakers and policymakers in the way they relate to a 
Scottish, British or global identity. As this year’s Festival theme of the 
Enlightenment perhaps reminded us, there has been and remains a 
particularly acute tension in Scotland between national and transnational 
identities.  Filmmakers and cultural administrators are no less caught up in 
that tension than anyone else.  In fact it could well be argued that Scottish 
filmmakers have a more troubled relationship to questions of ‘the national’ 
than their counterparts elsewhere in Europe. 
Together with this almost anthropological interest in the filmmaking 
community as a group, the other strand of my research interest has been how 
Scottish filmmakers and policymakers have absorbed, mobilised or responded 
to the evolving discourse of ‘creative industries’, a term and a frame of 
reference which has united, or at least purports to unite, economic and 
cultural policies as they impact on the arts, crafts and cultural sectors.  
The difficulty with joined-up policies as with joined up organisations is 
precisely maintaining the distinctions that were good reasons for having 
separate policies in the first place, while working to eradicate the distinctions 
that were dysfunctional.  In the film context that means recognising that while 
cinema - the skills, talents, technologies and infrastructure that make it 
possible, and the products it produces, and the audiences it serves – that 
while cinema clearly is an integral part of the wider creative economy, it 
remains a cultural and artistic practice that develops along pathways that are 
often, in fact are usually, not immediately commercially viable.  Yet investing 
in those meanderings and experiments is as vital to eventual commercial 
success as is the effort to replicate what are seen as proven models.  
This tension between creativity and commerce is of course nothing new.  
Without going too far into the realms of cultural theory we might bear in mind 
an observation from Pierre Bourdieu, the French anthropologist come 
sociologist come…well the French are quite happy with the term “intellectual “ 
even though that term doesn’t always play so well here in Britain, even in this 
Enlightened capital. 
Writing of the way in which the liberation of artists from church or private 
patrons helped create the romantic idea of ‘artistic freedom’ Bourdieu says: 

“this liberty is purely formal; it constitutes no more than the 
condition of their submissions to the laws of the market of 
symbolic goods…They [the artists] are reminded of this demand 
through sales figures and other forms of pressure, explicit or diffuse, 
exercised by publishers, theatre managers, art dealers.  It follows that 
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those inventions of Romanticism …appear to be just so many reactions 
to the pressures of an anonymous market.” 

What Bourdieu says about theatre and literature is of course just as 
applicable, if not more so, to cinema. However much liberation low-cost digital 
filmmaking and instant worldwide distribution on the web offers to those who 
want to work outside the cash nexus, the filmmaking that can reach audiences 
in a public cinematic context will still by and large have secure fairly 
substantial sums of money from public or industry sources and with that 
investment come legitimate expectations of either excellence, popularity or 
both.   
And in respect of that public investment, despite the absolutely critical 
importance of artistic freedom and the necessity to take and encourage 
creative risks, filmmaking enters into the realm of public policy, of public 
accountability and ultimately, of course, politics.  It is vitally important, then, 
that whether they see themselves as artists or business people or both, 
filmmakers understand the legitimate needs and expectations of public policy 
and institutions.  But it is equally important that politicians and the wider public 
understand the legitimate needs and expectations of filmmakers and the 
realities of the world in which they operate. 
Understandably screen producers in Scotland have responded to the 
ascendancy of Creative Industries policy by not infrequently offering 
themselves as standard bearers for the new creative economy.  In a recent 
essay I tried to articulate why this is problematic, not so much for television 
producers, who in at least some cases are standing on pretty firm financial 
ground and can point to their growth potential in the face of major initiatives to 
expand network television production in Scotland.  
The problem area is film and specifically indigenous film production because 
at its current scale it simply isn’t commercially sustainable and will continue to 
require public subsidy whether that argument is made on grounds of market 
failure or cultural significance or both. 
So those in the film sector who have bought into Creative Industries rhetoric 
have created significant hostages to fortune because commercial 
performance is an arena that is susceptible to empirical analysis, to objective 
measures of success that go beyond the anecdotal and lay policy and 
practitioners open to trial by numbers.   

“… we operated a Glasgow Film Fund for a few years. … Every single 
one of those films lost its shirt, I mean big time. Even the most 
successful were serious commercial failures. The proposition was 
made, ah, but it’s employing loads of people, and you know, this is 
preserving talent in Scotland and creating production jobs and those 
kinds of things; but every single one of those jobs was destroying 
value. They had negative value to the economy.”  

 
Jack Perry, CEO of Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Broadcasting 
Commission, Transcript of Oral Evidence, 7 December 2007  
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 “…you know there’s hardly any film producers in Scotland, while 
there’s always been lots of TV people and ….if you look at …where the 
markets are to develop your talent, then telly is better for you because 
it’s quick…cinema is not a good business, it takes years to finance 
anything if you can, and it doesn’t give you any return.”  

 
John McVay, CEO of Producers Association for Cinema and 
Television, Scottish Broadcast Commission, Transcript of Oral 
Evidence, December 2007  

 
Already, as these quotes illustrate, we can see divisions opening up as key 
players in this field sharpen their knives and re-position themselves in the 
political arena. The backlash against film is well underway. 
 
Now paradoxical as it may seem it is to this issue of commercial success that 
I turned my attention precisely to forestall overly simplistic attacks on Scottish 
film-making and to try and get to grips with the question of how film policy can 
promote not just film production, not just good films but films that can also 
reach a significant public.  Because without that audience engagement it is 
difficult to see the argument for significant public funding surviving the coming 
squeeze on public finances.  
So despite an aversion to arithmetic and rather a long time after my social 
sciences training I plunged into the world of Scottish film data to see if the 
numbers had anything useful to tell us.  I will try and keep the numbers and 
graphs to a minimum as like most filmmakers I don’t want to lose the 
audience. 
[CLIP Gregory’s Girl numbers] 
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THE NUMBERS AND WHAT THEY TELL US 
PRODUCTION 
[SLIDE 10. TABLE OF EUROPE PRODUCTION] 
 

Average annual film production 2005-2007 

EU 15 Rank Country (pop, GDP, film prod. fund) Volume 

6 Denmark (5.4m, $205bn, €33m) 42 

11 Norway (4.7m, $256bn, €18m) 21 

12 Finland (5.3m, $195bn, €11m) 19 

14 Ireland (4.3m, $192bn, €17m) 11 

16 Scotland (5m, $173bn, €4m) 5 

 

Film funding and film output
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Beginning with the simple question of how many Scottish films get made there 
is some good news and some not so good news.  From around one film a 
year in the 1970s the average number of feature films which fit most tests of 
Scottishness goes up each decade. 
2 per year on average in the 1980s, 3 in the 1990s and now averaging just 
under 6 films a year in the noughties.   That is clearly progress but as Andrea 
Calderwood, former head of BBC Scotland Drama and one our most 
accomplished producers, now based in London, as she observed in 1996 
after an earlier peak in production:  
“six films is an unprecedented number, it is still not feature film 
production on a scale which could be called an industry,” 
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To put that figure of six films a year in perspective amongst European 
countries of a similar population – Denmark, Norway, Finland and Ireland – 
we lag some way behind the next most productive, Ireland, with around 11 
films a year, Finland with nineteen, Norway with 21 and Denmark with a pretty 
impressive 42. 
But size isn’t everything and just because a country pumps out a lot of film 
(and in Norway’s case their oil fund and thus their 50% larger GDP might just 
have something to do with it) that doesn’t necessarily mean that they make 
any more successful or any better films than our smaller but beautifully 
formed industry.  So this might be a good point to consider audiences in a 
little more detail. 

AUDIENCE 
Returning to the numbers this is where things get a little more complicated.  
Living as we do in a multinational state we have to deal with being both 
Scottish and British.  British films as defined for fiscal purposes have over the 
past six or so years enjoyed an average 25% share of the UK audience 
which, for example, compares quite favourably with Denmark at 27% and 
indeed is quite a bit better than for example, Norway’s at 14% or Ireland at 
5%.   
However since this definition of British includes The Dark Night, Batman 
Begins and Alien vs. Predator its perhaps not quite as reliable an indicator of 
a thirst for things British at the box office as it might at first seem.  
Nonetheless recognisably British films have actually been doing pretty well 
over the past few years and, commercially speaking, have been on a clearly 
rising trend since 1993. 
Now the Scots have always been rather avid cinema-goers and at 10% of the 
UK box office we account for more than our 8% share of the population would 
predict. So there’s no question that we like going to the cinema and, just like 
the rest of the UK we are going to the cinema more and more.  A 44% 
increase since 1993 or going further back, a 200% rise since 1984, the year of 
Bill Forsyth’s Comfort and Joy and also the nadir of British cinema going, 
(which with typical British pluck didn’t stop 1985 being declared British Film 
Year) 
Back to the present and with all those people making their way past the 
popcorn stands and rising numbers of Scottish films being made we might 
reasonably expect to find some comfort, if not joy, in Scottish movies’ share of 
the audience. 
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Scottish films:
Audience share vs. production volume
(with 5 year moving average trendline)
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Well here I’m afraid at first sight the picture is not so encouraging.  Looking at 
the audience in Scotland for Scottish films the share that locally produced 
movies attract appears to have dropped from around 3% in the early 1990s to 
less than 1% over the past five years.  In bums on seats terms that’s a drop 
from around 400,000 admissions a year to somewhere closer to 150,000. 
(and in passing its worth noting that on average Scottish films generate 
around a quarter of their UK audience here in Scotland). 

Film funding and audience share
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In the European context that recent Scottish figure of less than 1% compares 
to around 5% in Ireland, 18% in Finland and 27% in Denmark.   
But just a moment ago we noted that the number of films getting made is 
going up so if the share of the Scottish audience for Scottish films has been 
going down what exactly is going on?  
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Well the short answer is that most Scottish films continue to generate similar 
levels of audience at the lower end of the box office spectrum but the outliers, 
the films that every so often generate large audiences and earn one, two, 
three, five million pounds or more have become less frequent, depressing the 
average box office.   
Now regardless of whether it’s a massive or a modest hit, the fact is that in 
any given year one film will account for at least half but typically three quarters 
of the entire audience for Scottish films that year.   
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Box Office for top film, runner-up & the rest
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Only once in the past fifteen years have two films shared the box office 
between them and that was in 1995 when Rob Roy and Shallow Grave 
achieved roughly the same audience.   
So in the Scottish context the effect of that one hit film on the overall audience 
is absolutely critical and where we experience a lean year or two or three 
without a hit film, as we have been doing, then the overall share of the 
audience that Scottish films attract is walloped.  This is a salutary reminder 
that there are no average films -  as we shall see in a moment in every film 
market there are a great many films loitering in the foothills and a small 
number that scale the peaks and no-body knows in advance which is going to 
be which. 
Now a little earlier we noted that Ireland produces twice as many films as we 
do and has nearly five times as big an audience.   
And it’s the Irish comparison which is perhaps the most relevant and revealing 
for us because historically, in distribution terms, Ireland has been treated as 
part of the same film market as the rest of the British Isles.  Ireland gets the 
same films we do at the same time and by and large goes to see them in the 
same proportions of Hollywood to UK films as we do -  with the notable 
exception of Irish originated films which as we’ve seen the Irish audience 
goes to see four to five times as much as we go to see Scottish films. 
Now if you didn’t know anything about the Irish film industry you might 
imagine that as an independent country since 1922 it has a long history of 
producing films and has therefore had a head start in cultivating an appetite 
for indigenous cinema. In fact, just like Scotland, there was virtually no 
indigenous Irish film industry in the 1970s and despite the energetic work of 
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the first Irish Film Board between 1980 and 1987 when it was abolished, it 
wasn’t until the Board was reconstituted in the mid 1990s with a significantly 
larger budget that Irish film production really took off, achieving an average 
output of 11 films a year by 2004.  And many of these were commercially 
successful and critically acclaimed films, securing major awards at the 
Cannes, Venice, Toronto, San Sebastian and Sundance film festivals.1  
Although it should be noted that one of those Box Office and Critical 
successes was Peter Mullan’s The Magdalene Sisters which since it is also a 
Scottish film is a reminder of the slippery nature of defining a film’s nationality. 
So an obvious question that all this poses is are the Irish just better at making 
successful movies than we are? Well perhaps surprisingly the answer is in 
fact no, because when you look over a reasonable timeframe at the relative 
proportion of films getting a large, medium or small audience, it is almost 
exactly the same in each country.   
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But because the Irish make more films than we do, there are more ‘hit’ films 
for the audience to go and see and so there is a bigger overall audience.  
From a commercial point of  view generating a large audience isn’t the end of 
the story however.  While public film funders like Scottish Screen or the UK 
Film Council have other reasons to invest in film, industry, bank and private 
finance are, as you would imagine, much more concerned with profitability.  
And as Creative Industries policy becomes the dominant context for public 
                                            
1 [(The General (John Boorman); Bloody Sunday (Paul Greengrass); Magdelene Sisters 
(peter Mullan); I went Down (Paddy Breatnach).] 
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investment in film (and in other areas) questions about financial return are 
being raised more and more frequently.   
In 1993, the combined public funding for feature film production in Scotland, 
adding the newly established Glasgow Film Fund to the Scottish Film 
Production Fund was around half a million pounds. However in that year the 
Glasgow fund invested more  or less its entire budget of £150,000 in a film 
called Shallow Grave, budgeted at just over one million pounds. 
Shallow Grave was a significant film for a whole variety of reasons amongst 
which is the fact that it took more than five times its budget at the UK box 
office, one of only 7 Scottish films to do so in the last fifteen years. 
Exceeding your budget at the box office is a useful but by no means 100% 
reliable measure of whether a film is likely to be financially successful once 
international territories and other media are accounted for.  Though it doesn’t 
by any means imply that the film will therefore be profitable for the producer or 
their investors, once exhibition, distribution and marketing costs are factored 
in.  But by and large initial theatrical box office signals the likely performance 
of the film in other markets and media.  Despite DVD, the advent of digital 
downloads, video on demand and with the exception of certain niche genres 
like teen horror, it remains improbable that a film which significantly less than 
its budget at the box office will return much if any cash to its financiers or the 
producer. 
Should the fact that only around 10% of Scottish films appear to have 
managed this feat in the last fifteen years be a cause for concern? How many 
‘hits’ on this measure should we reasonably expect of our film industry 
compared to the rest of the UK, Europe or Hollywood? 
Well the UK Film Council uses a proxy measure of financial success based on 
multiple territories and their analysis of 333 British films released between 
2003 and 2006 showed only 35, that is 11%, appeared to be likely to make a 
profit. 
So the indications are that, contrary to what many people may think, Scottish 
films have actually performed no worse than the rest of the UK on this 
indicator of financial viability. 
But surely, I can anticipate you asking, Hollywood is much better at making hit 
films?  Well the answer is yes it does make many more hit films but again the 
proportion of films that are hits is more or less the same.  The key difference 
is that Hollywood makes a great many more films, so there are in absolute 
terms more hits and because there are more hits there are more megahits.   
So once again it is these ‘outliers’ that account for the majority of the 
audience, the majority of the revenue and even more so the majority of the 
profit.   
Film revenues follow what film economists call a ‘stable Paretian distribution’ 
which could crudely be characterised as ‘winner takes all’.  We don’t need and 
I’m sure you will be relieved that we don’t have time to explore the world of 
conditional probabilities, density functions or the Generalised Central Limit 
Theorem (which is just as well as I cant claim to fully understand them 
myself.) 
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All we need to bear in mind is the following: 
78% of Hollywood movies lose money and only 22% make a profit.  But 
amongst those the profit is also very unevenly distributed.  Just 8% of all films 
account for 80% of the total profit. Again without going into the mechanics of 
complex systems, Bose-Einstein Dynamics and information cascades let me 
quote the eminent American cultural economist Arthur De Vany:  

“movies seem to self-organize into a poised or critical state where 
disturbances lead to events of all scales.  Many of the changes are 
abrupt and some are massive in scale.  The evolution to the critical 
state [he means the point at which a film ‘takes off’] occurs without 
design from any outside agent.  The state is established solely by the 
dynamic interactions among elements of the system””. 

Apart from a certain mathematical beauty in the way films in aggregate 
resemble weather systems or avalanches, the real importance of this insight 
is its implication for film policy.  If the performance of films can only really be 
understood in the context of a large and complex system over long periods of 
time no short term intervention in any one part of the system can expect to 
alter the overall dynamics.  A focus on script development or tax incentives or 
building a studio or changing the head of film production at Creative Scotland 
is very unlikely in itself to produce a step change in success, if success really 
does conform to a kind of deep order.  And if the rate of commercial success 
in Scotland in Scotland is comparable with other countries then it simply 
comes back to increasing the number of films getting made, at all budget 
levels.  
 
Concluding remarks 
Time to bring this particular information cascade to a conclusion. 
I hope this rather dry and numerical account of its rise and fall hasn’t 
extinguished anyone’s hopes that Scottish cinema can rise again.  Personally 
I am very confident that given the kind of concerted effort and proper 
resources that  it deserves, cinema in Scotland really can secure a place in 
this and other nation’s hearts, just as prominent as it across the North or Irish 
seas. 
To achieve that goal and, without becoming obsessed by targets, but in order 
to ensure we know what we are aiming for and close we are getting, we 
might, for example, want to take a leaf out of Finland’s book 
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Securing an audience isn’t the enemy of creativity and innovation but to the 
extent that we found our film policy on a successful industry then the growth 
of a domestic audience is a vital part of any such policy. Equally because as 
William Goldman famously said ‘nobody really knows anything’ we need at 
the same time to encourage a really adventurous and risk-friendly approach to 
film policy, because the wild cards are just as likely to win the creative and 
commercial jackpot as the supposedly sure bets.  
 
© Robin MacPherson, September 2009. 
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